As quantum optical phenomena are based on Maxwell's equations, and it is becoming important to understand quantum optical phenomena at short distances, so it is important to analyze quantum optics using short distance corrected Maxwell's equation. Maxwell's action can be obtained from quantum electrodynamics using the framework of effective field theory, and so the leading order short distance corrections to Maxwell's action can also be obtained from the derivative expansion of the same effective field theory. Such short distance corrections will be universal for all quantum optical systems, and they will effect all short distance quantum optical phenomena. In this paper, we will analyze the form of such corrections, and demonstrate the standard formalism of quantum optics can still be used (with suitable modifications), to analyze quantum optical phenomena from this short distance corrected Maxwell's actions.
Quantum optics is important and interesting both from a theoretical and a technological point of view. Quantum optics has been used to study purely quantum mechanical properties of a system, such as quantum entanglement between optical states [1] - [7] , and such studies can even have technological applications for communications [8] - [11] . It may be noted that it is important to understand the short distance behavior of such entangled quantum systems, as the short distance corrections of quantum systems can have important consequences for entanglement in those quantum systems [12] - [15] . Laser are another interesting application of quantum optics, as a laser is produced through a process of optical amplification based on the stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiation [16] - [20] . Laser has also been used to in the study of biological systems and have thus found applications in medicine [21] . Lasers can be used to construct optical switches (which can undertake all binary logic operations), so lasers may be used in the construction of quantum computers [22] - [23] . It is also possible to generate and use ultra-short laser pulses, and the short distance behavior of photons is important in understanding the behavior of such ultra-short laser pulses [24] - [27] . Thus, quantum optics is a vast field with many interesting applications, and it is important to understand the short distance behavior of photons to better understand many applications of quantum optics.
The analysis of these and many other quantum optical systems is done using the Maxwell's action. It may be noted that even though the full theory describing the properties of light is quantum electrodynamics, the Maxwell's action can be obtained from quantum electrodynamics using the framework of effective field theory [28] - [31] . This is because the scale at which quantum optics operates is generally much larger than the mass of an electron, so we can integrate the high energy modes out of the action for quantum electrodynamics, and obtain the Maxwell's action as the low energy effective action for light [30] - [31] . However, at short distances, the Maxwell's equations will be corrected, and these corrections will become important for all short distance optical phenomena.
Recently, the short distance behavior of quantum optical systems has becomes very important. In fact, it has been proposed that the quantum optical systems can be used to analyze quantum gravitational effects [32] - [37] . Thus, it is important to understand the short distance behavior of quantum optical systems, and this can be done by analyzing the quantum corrections to the Maxwell's action using the framework of effective field theory. Thus, we can analyze the next to the leading order corrections to the Maxwell's action, using the derivative expansion in the framework of effective field theories. The corrections to the Maxwell's action, from the derivative expansion in the framework of effective field theories, can be written as [28] - [31] 
where α is the fine structure constant, m is the mass of an electron, and F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ . Now this correction will be the first order corrections which will become important at short distances. This correction will occur as an radiative correction, due to the creation of an virtual electron and positron pair, as the photon propagates. In this paper, we will analyze the effect of these corrections on the basic properties of a quantum optical system. Even though we will only analyze some basic properties of an optical system, with these corrections, we would like to point out that such corrections will occur universally in all quantum optical systems, and will become important for all short distance effects in such quantum optical systems. It may be noted that the corrected Maxwell action given by Eq. (1) is still an free theory. Now we will use Eq. (1) as the fundamental action describing the corrected quantum optical system, and observe how this changes the behavior of quantum optical phenomena. Thus, we can use the formalism of quantum optics to but replace Maxwell's action by this new action given in Eq. (1). The equation of motion obtained from the corrected Maxwell's action (given by Eq.
(1)), can be written as
As the Lorentz gauge for this action is ∂ µ F µν = − A ν , we can first solve the equation of motion for for ξ ν = − A ν , and then obtain A ν as a solution for wave equation with source ξ ν . So, we observe that the equation for ξ µ is a massive Klein-Gordon equation,
The mass terms appears as the modified action has taken into account the possibility of a photon to forming a virtual election and virtual positron pair, and then the virtual pair recombine to form the same photon. This gives the system an effective mass, and thus this quantum optical system is effectively described as by a massive system. The solution for this equation can be written as
where ω(k, α) is now given by
Thus, the value of ω(k) changes by an α dependent factor to ω(k, α). This is the main change that will occur due to the short distance correction of the Maxwell's action. However, as ω(k, α) will be important for quantum optical phenomena, this short distance correction will change the behavior of all those short distance quantum optical phenomena. It may be noted that for large distance quantum optical phenomena, we can again neglect the effect of these corrections, and obtain the standard results back. Furthermore, even for this short distance corrected optical system, we can write,
Here we obtain a cutoff over k as k ≥ k 0 ≡ 15πm 2 α . It corresponds to the minimum of length in the system, such that x min ∼ α 15πm 2 . It had been argued that the existence of a minimal length provide evidence for the existence of a quantum gravitational effect in the optical system [32] - [37] . However, we observe that even a minimal length will exist due to the cutoff in quantum electrodynamics, and this minimum length will occur much before the minimal length generated by quantum gravity. So, the detection of quantum gravitational effects from quantum optics needs further analysis [32] - [37] .
The solution to the equation A µ = −ξ µ can be written using the following
solution for A µ ( x, t) can be obtained using this new Green's function. Now if we consider this system is placed in a box with volume V , then we can
Here H.c stands for Hermitian conjugate. Now we observe that for the in-
. We also observe that (ω/c)
So, for this system placed in a box, we can write
Now we can use this Eq. (5), to obtain the corrected expression for the electric field E and magnetic field B. This is the expression for the new electric and magnetic fields, obtain from Eq. (1) instead of the usual Maxwell's action. These new electric and magnetic fields will depend will be corrected by an α dependent term, as the ω(k, α) gets corrected by an α dependent term. This correction can thus be observed in all phenomena involving the electric and magnetic fields. Now we can write a complete set of positive energy or positive frequency solutions of the field A µ ( x, t) as
These solutions are orthonormal,
The general solution to field A µ is a linear combination of positive energy solutions g ks and negative energy solutions g * k ′ s ′ . Expanding the field A µ ( x, t) = A µ (x) in these modes, we have
Furthermore, it is possible to write ǫ µ ks
. Now we consider a complete orthonormal set of wave packets, This formalism can be used to define a Fock space for this new optical system, and this new system again resembles a simple harmonic oscillator, in terms of annihilation and creation operators. So, it is possible to define quadrature operators for this new optical system, as it done for the usual optical system. However, as ω(k) changes by an α dependent factor to ω(k, α), the quadrature operators will also be modified accordingly. Thus, it would be possible to use this short distance correction for different optical system, and analyze the effect of such short distance corrections on various quantum optical phenomena. It would be interesting to explicitly derive an expression for coherent and squeezed states, and analyze the effect of these short distance corrections on the nonclassicality of quantum optical systems. As these corrections occur due to the corrections to the Maxwell's actions, they will effect all these quantum optical states, and may have some interesting consequences for such optical systems.
